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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 
NOVINGAIR REMOTE CONTROLLER ADVANCED / WIRELESS

PROTECTIVE LABEL REMOVAL

To use the remote controller, remove the protective label, as illustrated below.

LIST OF COMMANDS
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Surveillance function

Automatic mode

Speed selection

Relative humidity threshold selection

Air flow direction

Air intake function

Air extraction function 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMMANDS

S - Surveillance function (sleep mode)

After pressing the "SURVEILLANCE" button, the product remains in the sleep mode with the shutter 
closed, but the sensors active. If some parameters, like humidity or CO2 (optional), exceed the set 
values, the product automatically starts extracting air at full speed until the values are restored, to 
then return to the sleep mode. In case of several units, all the products enter the SURVEILLANCE 
mode. This function is very useful in case of prolonged absence of the user. 

Confrontation:

Luminous pulses at the mode activation 

Periodic luminous pulses (every 1 min.) - Active mode

Constant luminous pulses - Extra-Threshold value 
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A - Automatic mode
The automatic mode provides operation of 70-second air extraction and 70-second air intake at the 
average speed.
After pressing the "AUTO" button, the product carries out the systematic check of active sensors 
(crepuscular, humidistat, and CO2 if present); in case of values beyond the preset threshold, the 
product extracts the air from the room at full speed until the threshold value is restored. If there 
are several units, all the products enter the AUTOMATIC mode.
The product is equipped with a crepuscular sensor that, with the decrease of light intensity, reduces 
the operation speed to a minimum, so as to reduce the noise generated by the air.
Confrontation:

Luminous pulses at the mode activation

Periodic luminous pulses (every 1 min.) - Active mode 

Constant luminous pulses - Extra-Threshold value

White / Red

 None

Red 

V - Speed selection
POn pressing the "SPEED SELECTION" commands, the product enters the manual mode allowing you to 
define the desired speed, while maintaining the operation of 70-second air extraction and 70-second 
air intake. In case of several units, all products work at the selected speed.

Warning: in the manual mode, the sensors are not active.

Confrontation:

1 White 

2 White 

3 White 

Luminous pulses at the activation of speed 1 

Luminous pulses at the activation of speed 2 

Luminous pulses at the activation of speed 3

Luminous pulses at the activation of speed 4 (only Wireless version 

Luminous pulses at the activation of speed 5 (only Wireless version)

4 White 

5 White 

H - Relative humidity threshold selection
It is possible to change the threshold of the hydrostat intervention in order to adapt the value to 
the type of environment in which it is installed. On exceeding the set value of relative humidity, the 
product continuously extracts the air at full speed, until the recorded relative humidity gets below 
the set value. In case of several units, all products extract the air until the set threshold is reached.
The default set value is "H2 level" that corresponds to RH=55%

Attention: At first power, the product performs automatic adjustment of the hydrostat. It is 
possible that during this process the "EXTRACTION" function gets activated in order to bring the 
room humidity to the level necessary to the automatic adjustment itself.

1 Red 

2 Reds 

Confrontation:
Luminous pulses at the activation of value H1 (RH=40%)  

Luminous pulses at the activation of value H2 (RH=55%)  

Luminous pulses at the activation of value H3 (RH=70%) 3 Reds 
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Attention: At first power, the product performs automatic adjustment of the hydrostat. It is 
possible that during this process the "EXTRACTION" function gets activated in order to bring the 
room humidity to the level necessary to the automatic adjustment itself.

F - Air flow direction (the function can be activated if there are at least 2 or more paired products)
On pressing the "AIR FLOW DIRECTION" button, the products generate an air flow that provides one 
single input and one single extraction simultaneously, for the desired time, maintaining the 
environment always balanced. According to the button pressed, it is possible to reverse the direction 
of intake and extraction of the air.
Attention: the sensors are not active with this function.
Confrontation:

2 Reds / 3sec. / 2 Reds         |||

Red 

Luminous pulses at the mode activatio

Periodic luminous pulses (every 1 min.) - Active mode

On pressing the "AIR INTAKE FUNCTION" button, the product pumps the air. In case of several 
units, all products pump the air simultaneously up to a new command from the user.
Attention: the sensors are not active with this function.
Confrontation:

1 Red / 3sec. / 1 Red      |||Luminous pulses at the mode activation  

Periodic luminous pulses (every 1 min.) - Active mode Red 

E - Air extraction function
On pressing the "AIR EXTRACTION FUNCTION", the product extracts the air. In case of several 
units, all products extract the air simultaneously up to a new command from the user.

Attention: the sensors are not active with this function.

Confrontation:
1 Red / 3sec. / 1 Red      |||Luminous pulses at the mode activation

Periodic luminous pulses (every 1 min.) - Active mode Red

FILTER ALARM RESET

Every 2000 operating hours, the product will stop working and the luminous indicator, 
placed in the lower right corner, will emit a continuous luminous red signal.
Proceed with the filters cleansing and the main unit re-installation, as specified in the 
product manual.
To reset the hour counter inside the product, press buttons in the following sequence (refer 
to the image of the remote controller on p. 1):
H1 - H1 - H2 - H2 - H3 - H3 
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CONFIGURATION OF PRODUCTS IN THE WIRELESS VERSION

This paragraph describes the steps necessary to set up the Wireless version products in conformity 
with one another.
In order to avoid problems of communication between products that are not part of the same 
installation, it is necessary to create a unique coding system so that the products can communicate 
only with each other, and not with adjacent units.
The following are the operations required to configure the products properly:

• Power On with button 0/1
• The red and white LEDs will start blinking intermittently. This means that the product is 

waiting for the 8-key code required to render its own equipment network univocal.
• Enter a random code of 8 keys including these: (V5), (S), (H3), (A), (I), (E). All other buttons 

are disabled at this stage, so they will not give any signal if pressed.
• If the 8-key code is entered correctly, the red LED blinks while the white one remains off.

Attention: It is prohibited to enter the sequence of the same key 8 times. At least one key must 
be different. If the sequence entered is not valid, the red LED will remain on for 3 seconds, then 
the red and white LEDs will return to blink intermittently, waiting for a new valid code. 

Attention: Take note of the set key sequence in the special table at the end of this paragraph, 
because later it will be used to configure all the other products.

While the red LED is blinking, it is necessary to define whether the product will be MASTER* or 
SLAVE OPPOSED TO MASTER**, or SLAVE IDENTICAL TO MASTER***:

• To set the product as MASTER, press 2 times the (S) button.
• To set the product as SLAVE OPPOSED TO MASTER, press 2 times the(E) button.
• To set the product as SLAVE IDENTICAL TO MASTER, press 2 time the (I) button.
• If the white LED flashes 2 times and then all LEDs turn off, the product is set up correctly. 

Note: In case of an error in the coding of some product or in the mode configuration, you can use 
the RESET function (illustrated in a separate paragraph), that allows for bringing the product to its 
default settings and repeat the process again.
*MASTER: It is the product that cascades other products, and it is the only one commanded via 
remote controller.
**SLAVE OPPOSED TO MASTER: The product is totally controlled by the master. In the automatic 
mode, this product will work inversely to the master, which means that it will intake the air when 
the master extracts it, and vice versa.
***SLAVE IDENTICAL TO MASTER: The product is totally controlled by the master. In the automatic 
mode, this product will work like the master, which means that it will intake the air when the 
master intakes the air, and vice versa.
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ENTER HERE THE CODE OF YOUR INSTALLATION

KEY 1 KEY 2 KEY 3 KEY 4 KEY 5 KEY 6 KEY 7 KEY 8 

RESET OF THE PRODUCT
This paragraph describes the steps necessary to reset the product, bringing it to the default 
configuration.
On every product activation (except the first one), the red LED of the product will remain on steady 
for 10 seconds; if in this time frame, you press the (S) button 5 times, this LED will remain stationary 
until the product is turned off with the 0/1 switch.
At this point, the product will be reset.
In the Wireless version, on the next activation, you will have to reconfigure the product, as 
described in paragraph "Configuration of the Wireless version products".
In the ADVANCED version, on the next activation, the product will become Master or Slave, 
depending on the wiring.
REPLACEMENT OF THE REMOTE CONTROLLER'S BATTERY

After a long period of use, the battery of the remote controller should be 
replaced. The battery must be replaced when the product no longer 
responds to commands from the remote controller.

The battery model to be purchased is CR2025 3V.
As shown in the image, press the lever inwards the remote controller (1), 
and extract the battery by pulling it out (2).

After having extracted the old battery, dispose of it in a special container, or 
as defined by the regulations of your country. Replace it with a new battery 
of the same model by positioning it, as in the image. Reinsert the battery 
holder with the new battery. 
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